The role of spatiotemporal and spectral cues in segregating short sound events: evidence from auditory Ternus display.
Previous studies using auditory sequences with rapid repetition of tones revealed that spatiotemporal cues and spectral cues are important cues used to fuse or segregate sound streams. However, the perceptual grouping was partially driven by the cognitive processing of the periodicity cues of the long sequence. Here, we investigate whether perceptual groupings (spatiotemporal grouping vs. frequency grouping) could also be applicable to short auditory sequences, where auditory perceptual organization is mainly subserved by lower levels of perceptual processing. To find the answer to that question, we conducted two experiments using an auditory Ternus display. The display was composed of three speakers (A, B and C), with each speaker consecutively emitting one sound consisting of two frames (AB and BC). Experiment 1 manipulated both spatial and temporal factors. We implemented three 'within-frame intervals' (WFIs, or intervals between A and B, and between B and C), seven 'inter-frame intervals' (IFIs, or intervals between AB and BC) and two different speaker layouts (inter-distance of speakers: near or far). Experiment 2 manipulated the differentiations of frequencies between two auditory frames, in addition to the spatiotemporal cues as in Experiment 1. Listeners were required to make two alternative forced choices (2AFC) to report the perception of a given Ternus display: element motion (auditory apparent motion from sound A to B to C) or group motion (auditory apparent motion from sound 'AB' to 'BC'). The results indicate that the perceptual grouping of short auditory sequences (materialized by the perceptual decisions of the auditory Ternus display) was modulated by temporal and spectral cues, with the latter contributing more to segregating auditory events. Spatial layout plays a less role in perceptual organization. These results could be accounted for by the 'peripheral channeling' theory.